
1,533 families completed the 
application to participate in the pilot.

915 families met eligibility and 
out of those, 150 families were 

randomly selected to receive $500 
per month for 24 months

Selected families were provided 
benefi ts counseling, informed 

consent, information on the research 
components of the pilot, and 

registered for a payment system.

What is Guaranteed 
Income?
A guaranteed income is 
a monthly, cash payment 
given directly to individuals. 
It is unconditional, with no 
strings attached, and no work 
requirements. A guaranteed 
income is meant to supplement, 
rather than replace, the 
existing social safety net and 
can be a tool for greater 
racial and gender equity.

What is San Diego for 
Every Child?
San Diego for Every Child 
is a county-wide initiative of 
individuals and organizations 
committed to cutting the 
experience of child poverty 
across San Diego County in 
half by 2030. Jewish Family 
Service of San Diego acts as 
the coalition’s coordinating 
agency and fi scal sponsor.

Where Are We In The Pilot Now?
Community conversations and partner meetings were held 
in four targeted ZIP codes (92114, 92139, 91950, 92173) 
with high rates of children experiencing poverty and 
disproportionately affected by COVID-19 to let community 
members know about the pilot and the application process.

Pilot Family 
Demographics
Across the 150 
families selected:
• Average household 

size is 3.6 individuals
• Average annual 

household income 
is $30,405
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Hispanic/
Latino

Black or 
African 

American

Asian Other White

47% 28% 13% 8% 5%

Race/Ethnicity

74%
Female

25%
Male

1% Other

Gender Identity



What is the 
Guaranteed Income 
Pilot Project?
A San Diego for Every Child 
is piloting a guaranteed 
income project as an 
economic justice tool to 
help address the racial 
and gender inequities that 
impact the lives of children 
experiencing poverty.

With COVID-19, social 
unrest, and an emerging 
recession, guaranteed 
income is an ideal 
program to address 
the experience of child 
poverty both in the current 
moment and beyond. 

San Diego for Every Child 
is committed to cultivating 
a deeper understanding 
around the root causes 
of child poverty by 
illuminating the systems-
level changes needed to 
create a San Diego that 
works for every child.

How Are Families Spending Their 
Guaranteed Income?
In the fi rst THREE months, families have received a total 
of $225,000 in 450 guaranteed income payments!

48%
Cash

51%
Debit

1% Other

41% Food

General Retail/Wholesale Store

Utilities/House Expenses

Transportation

Other

23%

20%

Some families chose all or 
mostly cash transactions, and 
some families chose all or 
mostly debit transactions.

How are Community Voices driving the Pilot Project?
San Diego for Every Child is facilitating a Narrative Change Cohort to interview participants and provide them 
with resources to share their experiences and outcomes of guaranteed income with press, elected offi cials, 
and the community at large.

What is next for the Guaranteed Income Pilot?
A community advisory board will be consulted to support and guide the release of outcome data as well 
as ongoing community engagement.  Research and evaluation is being conducted by the Center for 
Guaranteed Income Research at University of Pennsylvania. Stakeholders will be provided a fi nal report of 
the pilot 12 months after the fi nal disbursement is provided.  Additionally, stakeholders will be provided an 
online dashboard updated quarterly showing demographic and spending data of program participants.

For debit transactions, 
families spent the most 
on food.
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9%

8%


